
Great Accessories for the CornuFé 110 cm Range - All Below Items are Available through Williams Sonoma

GRIDDLE
All-Clad makes a generously sized Griddle that fits perfectly over our two 12,000 BTU burners: All-Clad Nonstick Double Burner Griddle Pan

“Cooking pancakes or grilling sandwiches for a crowd is a simple task with
this commercial-size griddle, which spans two burners. The griddle is
constructed of fast-heating anodized aluminum with All-Clad’s durable
Excalibur nonstick coating, so foods cook quickly and evenly with a 
minimum of added fat. A well around the perimeter channels drippings
away from food; cast stainless steel handles curve up and away from the 
heat.  Hand-wash. 20" x 13". A Williams-Sonoma exclusive.”  ITEM #:
2738474

GRILL PAN
All-Clad makes a generously sized Grill Pan which fits perfectly over the two 12,000 BTU burners: All-Clad Double Burner Grill Pan

“Spanning two burners, this commercial-size stovetop pan simplifies 
grilling bacon, juicy steaks and tender vegetables. Its ridged surface sears
in grill marks and lets fat drip away. Constructed of anodized aluminum,
the pan heats quickly and uniformly. Its nonstick finish releases foods
easily and simplifies cleanup. The stainless-steel handles stay cool. Hand-
wash. 20" x 13".” ITEM #:  3572369

HALF-SHEET PANS
Williams-Sonoma makes the perfect baking sheets for the CornuFé ovens. Believe it or not, you can fit seven of these in your range at one time!
Available in Nonstick or Aluminum-coated steel: Nonstick Goldtouch Half-Sheet Pans

Nonstick:  “These rimmed sheet pans boast two layers of technologically
advanced Swiss-made Goldtouch™ nonstick coating, a ceramic-reinforced
nonstick surface that will not chip or peel and is highly scratch resistant.
To withstand frequent use, the nonstick layers are bonded to commercial-
gauge aluminized steel, the same construction used by professional
kitchens because it distributes heat quickly and evenly, producing
consistent baking results. A thick band within each pan's lip increases
durability and prevents warping or flexing. Dishwasher safe. 18" x 13" x 1"
high. A Williams-Sonoma exclusive.” ITEM #: 7087034 (single) OR 
7121965 (set of 2)

COOKIE SHEETS
These cookie sheets from Williams Sonoma fit nicely on the two flat racks provided with the CornuFé range.  Note that these will not work on your two 
CornuFé dropped racks. Nonstick Goldtouch Cookie Sheets or Nonstick Goldtouch Insulated Cookie Sheet and Commercial-Quality Cookie Sheets

Nonstick:  Designed to promote even baking and
browning of pressed, rolled and dropped cookies and
pastries, the cookie sheet releases baked goods in
perfect shape and cleans up in seconds. The pan 
features a reinforced design for extra strength that
prevents warping, a common cause of uneven baking.
Two angled sides provide a good grip when you're
removing the pan from the oven; the longer sides are 
flat so cookies slide right off. The pan also boasts two
layers of technologically advanced Swiss-made
Goldtouch™ nonstick coating, a ceramic-reinforced
nonstick surface that will not chip or peel and is highly
scratch resistant. To withstand frequent use, the
nonstick layers are bonded to commercial-gauge
aluminized steel, the same construction used by 
professional kitchens because it distributes heat quickly
and evenly, producing consistent baking results.
Dishwasher safe. 16" x 14". A Williams-Sonoma
exclusive. ITEM #: 7353626 (set of 2)

Nonstick Insulated:  Insulated to ensure
that cookies won't overbrown, this cookie
sheet boasts a durable nonstick Goldtouch™
coating. Two layers of the ceramic-reinforced
coating are bonded to the baking surface.
Technologically advanced, it won't chip or 
peel, and is highly scratch resistant. An 
insulating pocket of air between the sheet's
two tin-free steel layers increases heat 
circulation, so cookies bake evenly
throughout and emerge with a light golden
crust. 16" x 14". A Williams-Sonoma
exclusive. ITEM #: 7080807 (sold in single
quantities only)

Commercial Quality:  Made by Chicago
Metallic, these rustproof, aluminum-coated
steel sheets are ideal for baking your
favorite cookies. The metal resists warping,
a common cause of uneven baking.
Extremely durable, the aluminized steel
heats quickly and evenly to ensure uniform 
baking. Each sheet has an angled side to
provide a good grip when you're removing
the pan from the oven; the longer sides are 
flat so cookies slide right off. 16" x 14". A 
Williams-Sonoma exclusive. ITEM #:
2065407(single) OR 2153468 (set of 2)


